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As an important determinant of patient satisfaction, waiting time has gained
increasing attention in the field of health care services. Our study aimed to
reduce waiting time for oncology patients in outpatient clinic based on a
software improving approach. Data collection, Fish-bone analysis, interviews
and survey methods were used to study and analyze drawback in current
management software in oncology outpatient clinics. Three main problems
(medical history recording, patients’ location and fault during prescription) were
found as root causes for long waiting time. Improvements on software to
aforementioned problems were introduced. A pre-post comparative study
design was adopted to test the effect of solutions on reducing waiting time. From
June to September, 2015, there were 6,842 oncology patients treated in
outpatient clinic. The average time from patients’ registration to treatment was
117 min, which consisted of a 59 min waiting time from registration to
consultant and a 58 min waiting time from end of consultant to treatment. After
improvements on software was introduced for the 7,179 patients who were
treated in our clinic from June to September, 2016, average waiting time from
patients’ registration to treatment was 76 min, which consisted of a 42 min
waiting time from registration to consultant and a 34 min waiting time from end
of consultant to treatment. Meanwhile, an obvious decline in error rate of
prescription was also observed. After detailed analysis, adoption of management
software in outpatient clinic may be an effective way to achieve decreased
waiting time for patients who suffered from oncology.
Keywords: Waiting time, outpatient, management software.

INTRODUCTION
Patient flow is the most critical factor within the outpatient
clinical settings, as it directly affects the patients’ health and
their satisfaction level (Rohleder et al., 2011; Hall, 2013).
However, one significant drawback exists in hospitals: the
long waiting time of patients in their clinics, which in turn
affects the level of patient satisfaction as well as, the quality
of the provided services. Since patients’ health conditions
may not be stable, extra waiting time could harm them.
Previous studies confirmed that, beyond the quality of
medical services, the satisfaction level of patients in
outpatient services is related to waiting time (Aldebasi and

Ahmed, 2011; Marley et al., 2004; Cleary and McNeil, 1988;
Druss et al., 1999).
In China, with the reforms of the medical insurance
system, patients have more options to select institutions for
their consultation that bring in increasing numbers of visits
to hospitals for medical consultation and help.
Consequently, hospitals are facing the challenge of
improving service to meet demands of patients with limited
staff resources. Many patients’ complaints come from the
long waiting time and long waiting times at outpatient
clinics has been shown to be the major dissatisfaction with
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Figure 1: Process of medical consultation in oncology outpatient department.

medical care delivery and a barrier to further use of
healthcare facilities by affected patients.
To decrease long wait times, healthcare institutions have
proposed various solutions to overcome long waiting time
problem in outpatient clinics, such as adding resident doctor
into the outpatients clinic work (Haji and Darabi, 2011),
adding volunteers (Yu et al., 2010), changing the
appointment scheduling rules (Algiriyage et al., 2014) and
administrating the mix-type registration (Lu et al., 2013).
Somehow, these solutions depend mainly on adding more
human resources or changing management policies to
improve wait time. Professional resources in clinical
medicine are limited in China and changing management
policies in an institution is a multi-section work that could
not be conducted easily.
Medical management software in outpatient clinics has
been widely used not only in China, but also throughout the
world. In our institution, the medical outpatient
management software is an integrated software that covers
process of history recording, examination and prescription.
Thus, appropriate improvement would optimize patients’
treatment process and reduce outpatients’ waiting time. The
present study focused on outpatient clinics of oncology in
Affiliated Sixth People's Hospital, Shanghai Jiaotong

University with the aim to illustrate factors of long waiting
time and explored possibility of addressing these factors
based on a software improvement approach.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The entire process of medical consultation in oncology
outpatient department (Figure 1) includes different
combinations of the following events: registration, waiting
for consultation, consultation (which included simple
physical examinations, such as auscultation or blood
pressure measurement), physical examination, laboratory
tests, diagnosis, treatment and payment. To address
problems and causes behind long waiting time in the
process, both quantitative and qualitative methods were
considered.
Data collection, Fish-bone analysis, interviews and survey
methods were used to study and analyze the drawbacks in
current management software of oncology outpatient
clinics. Real data from patients was collected from Affiliated
Sixth People's Hospital’s Outpatient Management Software
(OMS). A Fish=bone cause-and-effect tool was chosen for
analyzing the factors that had impacts on patient flow from
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Figure 2: Root cause analysis fish bone diagram.

different perspectives (Figure 2). Fish-bone analysis
(Komashie et al., 2015) is a diagram created by Kaoru
(1968) showing the root causes of a specific event. Fishbone is used to study the process from inside the outpatient
management and find the root causes of the problem.
Interviews were conducted with clinicians in oncology
out-patient clinic to determine the problems from an inside
perspective in order to feed the Fish-bone analysis with a
100% response rate. Meanwhile, surveys were conducted
to identify problems and where majority of problems are
positioned from an outside perspective. The sample size
was 500 patients. The survey was conducted through a
face-to-face inside the institution through an anonymous
manner with a response rate of 95.6%.
From interviews and survey, we had identified the most
important reasons behind long wait times which directly
affected the quality of service. After deep analysis, solutions
were proposed and their impacts on patients’ waiting time
tested. We believed these experiences would be beneficial
to hospital management on how to reduce patient waiting
time and improve the quality of healthcare services.
All patients provided written informed consent. The
study was approved by the independent ethics committee,
Sixth people’s Hospital, Shanghai JiaoTong University and
conducted according to all applicable laws and regulations
and the ethical principles of the Declaration of Helsinki.

RESULTS
In this case study, the biggest challenge was to identify the
reasons behind the long waiting time in the oncology

outpatient clinic since this wait time aspect was the most
important measure to increase patient satisfaction,
resource utilization and overall clinic management.
Consequently, achievement of significant decreases in the
total waiting time could be checked after solutions are
adopted.

Findings from patients’ data analysis, interviews and
surveys
Statistical analysis of patients’ data in oncology outpatient
clinic was taken in the period from June to September,
2015, including 6,842 patients. Among these 6,842 patients,
2,928 patients were males (42.8%), 3914 were female
(57.2%). Ages of the patients ranged from 4 to 90 years,
with a mean age of 54.21 years. The category of
malignancy were: 1,410 cases of breast cancer, 1,106 cases
of primary lung cancer, 1,282 cases of digestive system, 336
cases of female reproductive system, 691 cases of urinary
system, 355 cases of head and neck neoplasm, 1,499 cases
of bone and soft tissue sarcoma and others. Only 9.1% of
the patients had a bachelor degree or higher. 1,678 patients
(24.54%) were local residents while the others (5,164
patients, 75.46%) were from other regions.
The average time from patients’ registration to treatment
was 117 min, which consisted of a 59 min waiting time
from registration to consultant and a 58 min waiting time
from end of consultant to treatment.
Through data analysis of 6,842 patients, interviews with
clinicians and surveys from patients, several root causes
which caused long waiting time was found based on Fish-
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bone analysis, including medical history recording
problems during consultant process, patients’ location
problem during treatment process and fault during
prescription process.
Medical history recording problems and solution:
Interviews with clinicians in oncology outpatient clinic
demonstrated that during consultant process, medical
history recording for patients on initial treatment would
cost majority of time. Statistical analysis of patients’ data
had showed that among 6842 patients (1,678 local, 5,164
from other region), 3,970 patients (252 local, 3,718 from
other region) were on their first time to our hospital.
Further analysis indicated that for those 3,970 patients,
2,845 patients previously had visited another or more
hospitals in Shanghai.
After investigation, we proposed a solution that could
reduce time cost in medical history recording, especially
for those patients who were on first visit to our institution.
In Shanghai’s clinics for inpatient and outpatient, doctors
recorded medical history by electronic medical record
system. Somehow, our outpatient’s management software
could only trace history of patients who were previously
treated in our hospital. Thus, by utilizing improvement that
management software could trace history of patients
treated in other clinics of Shanghai previously, time cost in
medical history recording would be remarkably alleviated.
Patients’ location problem and solution
In the institution, places for examination (that is, radiology,
type-b ultrasonic and blood test), pharmacy, injection and
transfusion were scattered in different buildings. Surveys
from patients revealed that majority (5,136 patients,
account for 75.1%) said information for position indication
was not clear and they often got confused in real-time
location during treatment process.
Thus, two solutions were proposed to cope with this
problem. First, an improvement on outpatient management
software was added which could print a paper guidance on
how to later process it. Following the steps on the paper
guidance, possibility of patients’ confusion in location was
reduced to minimum. Secondly, since 95% of patients had a
smart mobile phone with iOS or Android system, a realtime location tracking system based on Wechat app, one of
the most popular social interaction software, was
introduced on wireless local area networks. This real-time
location tracking system allowed patients to track their live
location on their cell phone after sending a requiring
massage to client-side of outpatient management software.

Fault during prescription and solution
Surveys from patients demonstrated that error in
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prescription usually made them loop between consultant
room and pharmacy. Statistical analysis showed an error
rate of 10.1% (525 out of 5,199 prescriptions, 98 in drug
over dosage and 427 in drug incompatibility). Further
investigation indicated medication safety and alarm system
was only integrated into pharmacist-side of outpatient
management software, but absent in clinician-side of the
system, which resulted in separation between consultant
room and pharmacy. Thus, fault in prescription, such as
over dosage and incompatibility among prescriptions,
would be discovered only in pharmacy while patients went
to take medicine.
By adding the medication safety functions into clinicianside of the system in outpatient clinic, the live alarm would
come out on the computer screen to inform the doctor in
the case of error in prescription. We assumed that this
improvement would help doctors to reduce prescription’s
error.

Results after adoption of outpatient management
system
A pre-post comparative study design was adopted to check
out the effect of the solutions earlier mentioned (Figure 3).
Data from 6,842 patients in June to September, 2015 was
treated as pre-year. We collected data of patients from June
to September, 2016 as a post-year and compared them
with those in 2015.
From June to September, 2016, there were 7,179 patients
treated or consulted in oncology outpatient clinic in our
institution. Among those patients, 3,252 patients were
males (45.3%), while 3,927 were females (54.7%). Ages of
the patients ranged from 3 to 88 years, with a mean age of
55.43 years. The category of malignancy were: 1,622 cases
of breast cancer, 1,231 cases of primary lung cancer, 1345
cases of digestive system, 354 cases of female reproductive
system, 714 cases of urinary system, 391 cases of head and
neck neoplasm, 1354 cases of bone and soft tissue sarcoma
and others. 10.2% of the patients had a bachelor degree or
higher. 1874 patients (26.1%) were local residents while the
others (5305 patients, 73.9%) were from other region. The
proportion of gender, age, malignancy category and
education level was well balanced between two groups.
Among 7,179 patients in our oncology clinic from June to
September, 2016, average waiting time from patients’
registration to treatment was 76 min, which consisted of a
42 min waiting time from registration to consultant and a
34 min waiting time from end of consultant to treatment.
Significant difference was observed in terms of total
waiting time (reduced by 35%), time from registration to
consultant (reduced by 28.8%) and time from consultant to
treatment (reduced by 41.3%).
In addition, an obvious decline in error rate of
prescription was noticed in the study, from 10.1 to 2% (132
out of 6,024 prescriptions, 64 in drug over dosage and 68 in
drug incompatibility ), especially with a remarkably
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Figure 3: Effect after adoption of outpatient management system.

descendant in error of drug incompatibility (reduced by
84%).

DISCUSSION
Patient satisfaction is a worthwhile goal of health care
service (Shea et al., 2008; Xie et al., 1998; Zhang et al.,
2009; Chand et al., 2009) and there are a lot of reasons for
implementing plans to achieve it. It was suggested that
waiting time is the most important determinant of patient
satisfaction and waiting time statistics have become an
important standard by which health care is measured (Su et
al., 2009; Kawakami et al., 2008; Aboumater et al., 2008).
Waiting time statistics also hold great promise to facilitate
the evaluation of performance of health care institutions
(Bungard et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2004; Kim et al., 2009;
Williams et al., 2008; Slowiak et al., 2008).
Long waiting times induce negative effects on the quality
of the hospital before finally crippling the competitive
advantages of the hospital. Understanding the current
situation of waiting time and exploration of possible
strategies to reduce waiting time are the objectives of the
present study. Long waiting time in an outpatient setting is
very common in hospitals in either Shanghai or other cities
of China. Previous solutions often depend mainly on adding
more human resources or changing management policies.
With a background that medical management software in
outpatient clinics has been widely utilized, appropriate
improvement on software could reduce patients’ waiting
time.
Implementing a new improvement on management
software often requires additional changes in the current

working process. Thus, a precise analysis for root cause
which induces the long waiting time is needed. Through data
from patients suffered from malignancy, interviews and
surveys with clinicians/patients, this study revealed that
medical history recording, patients’ live location during
treatment process and fault during prescription were three
major reasons for long waiting times.
As one of the biggest metropolis in China, Shanghai has
the best healthcare resource throughout mainland. Each
year, millions of patients who are not located in Shanghai
come to seek superior medical service, which brings an
increasing workload for clinicians, including oncology
clinicians. Since medical history recording system could not
be shared online among different provinces, oncology
clinicians in outpatient clinic must cost mass of time to
inquiry previous medical history of patients who are on
initial treatment, especially in situation that prognosis for
many malignancy has become better and better. A distinct
case was when an oncology clinician told us that he once
spent nearly 40 min to understand a breast cancer patients’
medical history, which consisted of four operations, three
cycles of radiation treatment, chemotherapy which
treatment lasted one year, and four years endocrinotherapy.
In addition, during the history recording, there were 35
oncology patients waiting for the consultant. Data analysis
demonstrated that among the patients on first visit to our
hospital, majority consulted other clinics in Shanghai. Since
medical history online share system had been adopted
within some top Shanghai clinics/hospitals, we quickly
implemented the access function into our outpatient
management software so that oncology clinicians could
acquire patients’ data on online share system. As we
expected, this improvement obviously reduced medical
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history recording time, especially on those oncology
patients with a prolonged and complicated treatment
history. In the future work, we would propel the online
medical history system among provinces with
governmental institution to facilitate clinician routine work.
Modern comprehensive hospitals often occupy large area
with numerous buildings used for ward, pharmacy,
outpatient treatment/consultant, auxiliary examination,
logistics, basic research and executive administration. This
complicated layout often makes patients on first visit
confused and strolled aimlessly. Thus, a printed paper
guidance on how to process next would be a very beneficial
assistant. Considering that smart mobile phones with GPS
system has been widely installed and majority of patients
have purchased one or more phones, a real-time location
tracking system based on wireless network was
implemented to facilitate guiding patients to proper
destination. Thus, an overall improvement in location
efficiency for patients was noted.
Most categories of malignancy, such as lung cancer,
gastric cancer, colon cancer and breast cancer, have a high
morbidity at age of 40 to 60 s, which is also the high
incidence period of many diseases like hypertension,
diabetes, irrhythmia, myocaidial ischemina, hepatitis,
chronic bronchitis and gastroenteritis. As a result, many
oncology patients will take one or more prescription of
medicine targeted on the nontumorous disorder earlier
mentioned. In pharmacology, some of these drugs might
have incompatibility with anti-cancer drugs. Somehow, it is
too difficult for clinicians to major in oncology and
remember all potential incompatibilities. In previous time,
this drawback would only be checked out while patients
were taking anticancer prescription in pharmacy. After
adding the drug-compatibility function into the clinicianside of software, clinicians would discover the potential
problem during prescription, rather than make patients go
to pharmacy for nothing.
This study should be viewed in the context of our study’s
limitations. One of the limitations is the bias associated
with survey research in general; the findings might not be
generalized to other hospitals with different demographic
characteristics, staff and resources. The analysis could be
limited by the sample size and by only being conducted in
the summer time and thus lack statistical power. Additional
attention should be paid to differences with other studies
that used different inclusion criteria. Despite these
potential limitations, our improvement on outpatient
management software had merits. First, to develop this
system, we did not incur much additional cost; the largest
additional cost was that associated with amendment on
software system. Secondly, the use of this system does not
require additional manpower. In future analyses we will
consider patients suffered from nontumorous disorder
during other period, and try to incorporate the information
into our study in effect of software improvement in
reducing patients’ waiting time.
In summary, our results provide some insights into the
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waiting time, which is a barrier to healthcare delivery in
mainland of China. Adoption of improvements in outpatient
management software after detailed analysis of patients’
data, surveys and interviews may be effective ways to cope
with long waiting time.
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